
The STOCKDEN FAMILY HISTORY 1741 - 1997 

2022 Update: 

Latest information at 21 March 2022. 

Dear Friends, 

It is time I wrote up what we know of the latest STOCKDEN FAMILY History.   It is 

increasingly hard to get information partly because there are so few STOCKDENs in number.  

Also, perhaps, as the historical information has all been collected, on this basis this will be 

the last update I shall put on the website.  Even so, if anyone would like to add to the family 

history I should be happy to receive it. 

==================================================    

The latest from Joan BENNETT (1929 nee STOCKDEN). 

Son Jeremy married Sheelagh TODD and they have three children: Genevieve, Cal and 

Alexa. 

Daughter Lesley Ann married Anthony RYALL and they have two children: Elinor and 

Benedict. 

Daughter Vanda Jane has remarried to David OWEN. 

Vanda Jane’s daughter Anona Jane married Ben BAYROSS and Joan became a 

g/g/grandmother Anona Jane gave birth to Odessa Joan BAYROSS on 20 Nov 2020. 

Origins and history item: There is a village called Burrough-on-the-Hill in Leicestershire which is the 

origin of the known STOCKDEN history.   In this village lived Sir William De STOCKDEN (1450c - 1469).  

Details of his life are hard to come by.  He may have died in one of the “Battles of the Roses”,  a war 

between the Royal Houses of Lancashire and York.  He was married to a Margaret SKEFFINGTON, 

daughter of a William SKEFFINGTON from a village of the same name.  The descendants name varied 

slightly as SKIFFINGTON and SKIVINGTON, and the link below tells you of their history, a very 

gruesome history. 

< https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scavenger’s_daughter > 

Back to the present day:   

BIRTHS:  I have not heard of any  in the UK, but there is probably some in Australia. 

MARRIAGES:   Again none have been relayed to me. 

DEATHS: We have two Australian STOCKDEN deaths to list. 

Patricia STOCKDEN (1929-2020) born in Western Australia, died in Perth, W A, on 13 Feb 2020).  

Patricia was the daughter of the late Farrell Andrew STOCKDEN and Jesse SUITER.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scavenger’s_daughter


Kathleen STOCKDEN (1928-2022 nee MULLER) died in Perth, W A, on 28 Jan 2022. She was the 

widow of the late Malcolm Patrick STOCKDEN (1923-2016). 

A great source of information on Family History is the local newspapers.  Australian newspapers, 

especially the “West Australian” are full of obituaries with all the children and relatives of the 

departed listed therein.  I have many examples which I collected on my visit to Perth in 1995.   I 

was fortunate to find the help of like-minded family history members in the “Dead Person’s 

Society” in Perth, Adelaide, Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne.  These friends, included several of 

whom I had met during their travels in the UK searching for their old “rellies”.  To fill their pages 

the newspapers reported on anything and everything in those far off days, giving births, deaths, 

marriages, domestic violence and celebrations of any sort etc., etc.   A family historian’s dream 

and my friends took me to the libraries that held all this information. 

 



 


